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Thank you.
Hello and a huge thank you for downloading our Upright 
Felt Piano library for Native Instruments’ Kontakt.

This user manual should give you all the information you 
need to install and learn about the instrument to get the 
best out of the controls.

For additional help and support, please visit our website:
www.westwoodsintruments.com/help
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Our Upright Felt Piano library for Kontakt is 
born from a mission to find and record a piano 
filled with natural character without taking any 
of it away.

Using some classic vintage microphones through 
the highest quality signal path, we created a 
virtual instrument that is perfect for intimate, 
alternative film scores.

We sampled the piano in the crypt of a church. 
It’s lived there for the past 10 years since 
a band we know have recorded all their albums in 
this unlikely place. The space is hard rock walls 
and vaulted ceilings providing some interesting 
acoustics; really dry up close, but with a nice 
amount of liveliness as you record further away.

We wanted to tame the sound of the piano 
which is really bright, so we custom felted the 
strings to take out the top end but not lose any 

of its unique character. What we were left with 
is a beautiful warm and intimate sound.

We used an absolutely world-class pristine signal 
path recording everything at 96kHz through 
legendary Neve 1073 pre-amps and Burr Brown 
AD converters.

The signal started with a matched pair of Coles 
4038’s as close as we dare put the to the hammers 
to capture a really detailed sound. A stereo pair 
of AKG 414’s made an excellent job of capturing 
a more open room sound. We also used a single 
SE-2   close to the rear soundboard. This mic 
position provides a really boxy vintage sound.

All of these microphones can be mixed 
independently through the Kontakt interface 
so you can dial in exactly the sound you want.

Introduction.
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Requirements.
Required disk space  500MB
        1GB required during installation

Apple      OS10.10
        Intel Core Duo 

Windows     7, 8, 9, 10
        Intel Core Duo or AMD Athlon 64 X2

Kontakt.
This library requires Kontakt by Native Instruments. 

Full retail version 5.6.6 or higher

You can download this additional software here:
https://www.native-instruments.com/en/products/komplete/
samplers/kontakt-6/ 

You can run the instrument in the free version called “Kontakt 
Player”, but only in demo mode for 15 minutes.
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Download.
This Kontakt library is completely free and downloading it is 
really simple.

01   Visit westwoodinstruments.com/uprightfeltpiano

02  Enter your email address in the sign-up form provided*

03  We will send you an email immediately - please check    
  your junk folder

04  Click on the link in your email which will take you to a   
  page on our website

05  You will find your unique link here. Click on this to    
  start the download.

Downloads are served from our super fast and secure Amazon 
S3 lockers but the time it takes to download will of course 
depend on your own internet connection.

*By entering your email address you also agree to receiving communication from 
us including new instrument launches, product updates and discounts. 

You can opt-out of these at anytime by clicking the appropriate link at the 
bottom of every email we send.

We will never share your email address with anyone. Ever.
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Installation.
Once downloaded, please follow the following steps.

01  Unzip the download file

02  Move the folder you have just unzipped to the hard drive  
  where you store all of you other Kontakt Libraries

03  You can now delete the original zip download file

We suggest storing all of your sample libraries and project files 
on an external hard drive. 

We would highly recommend  using an SSD (Solid State Drive) 
for the most reliable storage and the fastest load and access times, 
but a good 7200RPM mechanical drive is the next best option.

We also would strongly advise keeping a back-up of all your 
libraries (and project files too!) on a secondary drive. Either 
physical and geographically away from your studio or in the 
cloud (Google Drive/Dropbox etc). So in the case of a drive 
failing, theft or fire, all of your work and assets are not lost and 
easily accessible.
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Loading into Kontakt.
Once downloaded, please follow the following steps to load the 
instrument into Kontakt.

Open up your DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) and insert    
a new instance of Kontakt into an empty channel

Option 1 

Drag and drop the 
UprightFeltPiano.nki file 
straight on to the empty 
window of Kontakt

Option 2 

Click the disk icon in the menu 
of Kontakt and select  “Load”.  
Navigate to where you have stored 
the library and then select the 
UprightFeltPiano.nki file from 
here.

UprightFeltPiano.nki
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Resolving missing files.
You may sometime run into this “Content Missing” dialogue box on 
the first time you load the instrument.

The simplest method to resolve this is to click the “Browse for 
folder” option and navigate to the folder where you have stored the 
instruments and select it. Kontakt will then automatically search in 
the relevant place for the files it can’t locate.
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User interface overview.

Mic Mixer 
Independent control of all of the 
microphones used to record the 
piano

Noises 
Control of the natural key release 
and pedal sounds

Sound 
A nice tape saturation effect, a 
powerful stereo width control and a 
simple hall reverb

EQ
A basic wide band EQ to control 
the overall tone of the instrument.
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Microphone Mixer. C - Close
A matched stereo pair of Coles 4038 ribbon mics placed really close to the 
hammers of the piano. Use this for a very detailed sound.

R - Room
A stereo pair of AKG 414 condenser mics placed behind and to the sides of the 
performer. A wider stereo field and more open sound.

S - Soundboard
A mono sE-2  condenser mic placed close to the rear soundboard.
This mic gives the least detail but does give a vintage and boxy sound.

M - Master
Controls the global master fader and output of the entire instrument.

Defaults
The default values for all faders is 0dB and this value can be returned to at any 
point. On a mac “cmd + left click”. On Windows “Windows + left click”.

Automation + external controllers
By right clicking on any fader, Kontakt will bring up an option to “Learn 
MIDI CC# Automation”.  If you have a compatible external MIDI controller 
you can now move any input (e.g. fader or rotary knob) and Kontakt will learn 
this device. You will now be able to control the fader using this device. You will 
also be able to write automation data into the MIDI information.
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Noises. Keys
Control the sound of the piano’s key releases. An intelligent sound which 
naturally changes volume depending on how hard the instrument is being 
played. This knob controls the overall volume.

Pedal
Change the volume of the sustain pedal, from totally silent to a full on thump.

Defaults
The default values for these knobs can be returned to at any point.
On a mac “cmd + left click”. On Windows “Windows + left click”.

Automation + external controllers
By right clicking on a knob, Kontakt will bring up an option to “Learn MIDI 
CC# Automation”.  If you have a compatible external MIDI controller you 
can now move any input (e.g. fader or rotary knob) and Kontakt will learn this 
device. You will now be able to control the knob using this device. You will also 
be able to write automation data into the MIDI information.
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Sound. Saturation (Sat)
A warm and crunchy tape saturation emulator. We recommend that if you want 
to use this effect, you only use just a smidge. Less is more. There is a bypass 
button to completely remove the effect.  

Width
A really powerful stereo width control. Turn to the centre for an entirely mono 
mix or turn to the edges for an immersive wrap-around sound. There is a bypass 
button to completely remove the effect.  

Reverb
A simple but elegant sounding hall reverb. Will sit well in most mixes to give you 
a quick starting point, but can be bypassed if you wish to add your own 3rd-
party reverb once you get into the mix stage.

Defaults
The default values for these knobs can be returned to at any point.
On a mac “cmd + left click”. On Windows “Windows + left click”.

Automation + external controllers
By right clicking on a knob, Kontakt will bring up an option to “Learn MIDI 
CC# Automation”.  If you have a compatible external MIDI controller you 
can now move any input (e.g. fader or rotary knob) and Kontakt will learn this 
device. You will now be able to control the knob using this device. You will also 
be able to write automation data into the MIDI information.
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EQ. Low / Mid / High
A really broad band EQ control with a very wide “Q” setting on each of the 3 
knobs to allow you to boost or scoop a large part of the frequency spectrum and 
rapidly change the character of the sound.

As with all EQ moves, we recommend you only need a bit to make a big change. 
You can bypass the entire EQ section if you’d prefer to use your own 3rd-party 
plugin.

Defaults
The default values for these knobs is 0dB and can be reverted at any point.
On a mac “cmd + left click”. On Windows “Windows + left click”.

Automation + external controllers
By right clicking on a knob, Kontakt will bring up an option to “Learn MIDI 
CC# Automation”.  If you have a compatible external MIDI controller you 
can now move any input (e.g. fader or rotary knob) and Kontakt will learn this 
device. You will now be able to control the knob using this device. You will also 
be able to write automation data into the MIDI information.
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